UK Patrol Challenges - Roverway 2018

Your journey to Roverway 2018 will be full of surprises and challenges as you
prepare yourself for the experience ahead.   Along the way, we ask that you
‘laat je uitdagen’ (challenge yourself) to help make the UK contingent the best
it can be.
Each of the challenges below are designed to be completed as a patrol,
developing the strength and understanding your patrol has for one another.
This will support you in preparing for the amazing adventure that lies ahead.
Please share how your patrol is doing by using the #RoverwayUK.
In the Spring we will send out a set of UK Challenges which everyone in the
contingent (Participants, IST, CMT) will be doing.

Work as a Patrol – October to February
It is important that you create a patrol identity, something which you all feel
represents your patrol.
*So decide upon a name which makes your patrol stand out whilst be
conscious not to pick something that could be misinterpreted or be offensive
when used online.
*Create a mascot to join you on your path to Roverway 2018.
*Create a patrol badge as a means of fundraising and further strengthening
your patrol identity.
*Set your patrol up on social media to record your journey to Roverway 2018.
This is a great way of starting to meet other patrols both from the UK as well
Europe.  During the event itself we expect you to continue to share your
adventure online so now is the time to be prepared.

Strengthen Patrol – February to April
By now you should have created your patrol identity but there is still work to
be done to ensure your patrol has the best experience possible.
*Create a patrol video to introduce your patrol to the rest of the contingent, as
well as international patrols.  Showcase what makes your patrol unique and
how you feel about attending Roverway 2018.  Remember to use the
#Roverway2018 as any good examples could be reposted by UK CMT.

*Embrace this year’s theme of ‘opposites attract’ by meeting as a patrol and
doing something different.  You might join up for a camp (pre organised by one
explorer unit for example) or meet up for the day, exploring a local city.
*Tackle a shared fear.  This one is completely up to you and is designed to
encourage you to embrace the moment.  Try pushing yourself out of your
comfort zone, stretching what you thought you could do.  Bear in mind you
might not tackle the fear itself but by working together your patrol will learn so
much about themselves.
Further information on the full contingent UK Challenges will be distributed in
the Spring, with further explanation provided at the PL Academy in April 2018.

